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About This Game

Do you think you could survive without electricity?

Find out in Powerless - The Interactive Doomsday Simulator. Explore London after a catastrophic solar flare plunges the city
into darkness and renders all electronic devices and transport useless. Try and keep your Personas alive as you face the elements

without help from the digital world.

Powerless is an interactive fiction game which explores how electricity dominates our society and how much we would struggle
without it.

Without electricity, how will you communicate? Without power, how will hospitals look after patients? Without running water,
how will anyone survive?

Filled with exciting survival situations, Powerless will test your knowledge of the natural world and push the limits of what you
believe society is capable of.

Adventures include:
- Land a helicopter during a solar storm
- Deliver a baby without medical help

- Fight a wounded gorilla
- Join the army and become a sniper

- Escape from a prison
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- Build a battery from scratch
...and many more.

Each challenge is narrated via an interactive story where you control every action. Will your choices help save lives or put your
own in danger? The choice is yours.

As you move through the levels of Powerless, you will gain a Survival Rating based on how you behave in each level. Are you
honest or will you lie to survive? Are you brave or will you avoid danger at all costs? Are you resourceful or are you clueless
when it comes to survival? Will you help others, or will you only help yourself? As your rating improves, new adventures and

Personas will be unlocked, it's up to you how you behave, but there will be consequences.

Highlights
* Explore 16 levels of Interactive Fiction.

* Each level is an opportunity to improve your Survival Rating.
* Unlock 7 different Personas and try to keep them alive to complete the game.

* Repeat and replay to improve your Survival Rating and unlock new adventures.
* Beautiful character artwork.

* Over 250,000 words of fiction to read.
* Haunting sound design and special effects.

Throughout Powerless you will be guided by our A.I named MAUDE (Mobile Assessment Unit of Doomsday Events).

Answer MAUDE's psychological profiling questions and she will assign you different Londoners to test your metal in an
apocalyptic London without electricity. Work your way through the levels with each Persona to see if you can become a survival

master and complete the game.
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I like this demo the game has a lot of potential and could be one of the first RPG on the Vive, Horse riding is cool and the
environments along with the characters all have a cartoonish look to them, The combat is basic but has promise with a
telekinetic ability you can fire rocks or anything else you can pic up, It has full voice acting and I felt immersed in the little story
enfolding, No lip sync but I felt the characters gave a good presence when acting, Also you can have full locomotion or
teleportation which is great for all players. All in all an exciting title for the Vive looking at the promised content for the game,
just hope they deliver, thumbs up.. Love ages of empires but too many glitches within the first hour of playing this dlc. cannot
waypoint townhalls without crashing, reinforcements never show up because i clicked right as the cutscene happened so i was
left with some population i could not access. After running into these glitches i decided to call it a night. So far not too happy
with my purchase.. best game ever. 10/10 time killer. This is an interesting visual novel. The midpoint in the Heileen story, this
one adds a new mechanic, a bit of an experiment at least to my eyes. The tarot card mechanic influences the ending you might
receive (though one ending happens before the cards even come into play). As for what ending of the prior one this feeds off
of... well, none of them. You are stranded on this desert island with the two would-be slaves. Lora, Marie, and John only appear
in the wierd dreams that are related to the tarot deck. (And considering you have a cat that talks to you... the entire thing might
be a hallucination).

 And it really isn't a tarot deck at all (well, not one I've heard of), as it consists of the seven deadly sins on one side and the seven
godly virtues on the other. There are fifteen endings, one for each of the sins and virtues, plus one if you are... indifferent.

This game is mainly good for both the interesting mechanic (it is... different), and because it introduces you to more characters in
the Heileen saga. All of which (and some from the first volume) are potential love interests in the end of the trilogy.

Now, while I cannot be certain... I think the Chastity ending in this game is the most likely lead in to the final one (at the very least
one of the pirate endings is).. i really enjoy this awesome classic indie space game
is a throw back to missle command.. Creeper World is a base building RTS tower defense in the best way possible. Starting out as a
free browser game, CW lets you play against the ever rising creeper, a blue alien liquid that will destroy the universe. To battle it,
you need to cover ground to gain energy to energize your lasers, mortars and many other weapons.
It's great, it has a decent campaign / tutorial, and I recommend every single minute of it. For strategy and RTS fans.
The browser version is still available, so try it out before you buy the improved game here.

Follow my curator at https://store.steampowered.com/curator/28337205-Fair-Minded-Witness/
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muitooo bom :DDD. I spent 5 minutes in this game .. and I'll will probably never play it again .. I only got 20-25 fps with
everything on low? for me this game runs really bad!.. This game needs some serious help ... And I look forward to getting my
money back

MSI GTX 970 Gaming 4G
FX-6300
Corsair Vengeance 12GB 1600MHz. Game crashed first time I ran it. Second time it worked until I turned off the animations
and music, then for some reason, it changed to (I think) french language. Then the screen went black except explosions. I had to
alt-tab and close window to quit.

I have a good system, win 7 and all the other games I have run fine.. Over 1500 hours played.... 'nuff said. nice
arkanoid/breakout clone for satanic pro gamers
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